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Being a Published Author:
The Michigan Reading Journal
How-To

ARTICLE BY PAULINE

a.

COLEMAN

Schools. In addition, I review many
forms of writing as an adjunct faculty
member of Eastern Michigan University.
So, I consented and began to think about
how I go about my task as a "writer"
with hopes of translating this experience
into advice to others about the task of
writing a submission for the Michigan
Reading Journal. This article, my first
MRI publication, is an account of my
thinking, which was presented to the
1994 conferees. This article, in fact, was
inspired by the attendees at that 1994
MRA Conference session, two of whom
have had articles published in the
Summer 1994 MRI.
I began by identifying the critical ele-

As a member of the Editorial Board of
the Michigan Reading Journal (MRI), I
was asked to join other editorial board
members in speaking to 1994 Michigan
Reading Conference attendees about
being contributors to the Michigan
Reading Journal. I was a bit intimidated
by the request. Yes, I had been involved
in defining the MRI mission, establishing
policy, and critiquing articles; but unlike
other board members, I had never contributed an article to this or any other
professional journal.
Then editor and friend Robert Smith
reminded me that I write for many different audiences in my 9-5 job as an
administrator in the Ann Arbor Public

Figure One
BEING A PUBLISHED AUTHOR:
THE MICHIGAN READING JOURNAL

THE AUTHOR
WHAT DO I KNOW (ABOUT)?
WHAT INTERESTS ME?
WHAT AM I ENTHUSIASTIC ABOUT?
THE AUDIENCE
WHAT DO THEY KNOW?
WHAT INTERESTS THEM?
WHAT ARE THEIR NEEDS?
THE MESSAGE
WHICH MESSAGE DO YOU WISH TO SHARE?
WHICH GENRE BEST CONVEYS MY INTENT? ·
WHICH STYLE DOES EDITOR EXPECT?
WHICH "APPEAL" FEATURES CAN I USE?
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your subject, but you are likely to spend
"free" time only on those issues which
really do interest you. Which journal
articles do you select to read first?
Which professional opportunities do you
attend (or at least wish you could
attend)? Which professional texts do
you purchase or borrow?
WHAT AM I ENTHUSIASTIC
ABOUT? Which topics excite you?
Which topics do you eagerly share with
others? Which issues cause you to smile
as you discuss them with your colleagues or family? Which strategies or
activities excite your students and their
parents? Which activities generate extra
energy and enthusiasm from you?

Figure Two
BEING A PUBLISHED AUTHOR:
THE MICHIGAN READING JOURNAL

The Audience
The persons whom you are addressing are a critical consideration of your
MRI publication planning. For the most
part, they are Michigan reading or
English language arts educators. Our
readers include other content area educators, such as science or mathematics
educators. The range of our readership
includes pre-school educators and professors of graduate students. Remember
that administrators, curriculum developers, publishers and parents, as well as
teachers, read our journal.
Now as you consider the roles these
educators perform, an appropriate initial
question is WHAT DO THEY KNOW?
Yes, many of our readers do already
know some things that you know, but
you may have some insight about a
widely-held concept or a twist to a wellknown strategy that can help readers in
their classroom practice and/or conceptualization about reading/literacy education. Indeed, the sharing of a classroom
or research experience can benefit others.
WHAT INTERESTS THEM? A likely
response is that which interests you
about literacy/reading education probably interests them. How do we motivate

LEVEL OF MOTIVATION
ments (Figure One). Next, following a
path of inquiry which has been successful for me as a student, a professional
and a reflective educator, I asked myself
a series of questions, hoping to pose the
right questions about the right issues.
Lastly, I designed a graphic representation of my thoughts (Figure Two). I
share my ideas with you!
The Author
As the individual writing a submission, you need to consider yourself first.
Ask yourself, "WHAT DO I KNOW
(ABOUT)?" What topics or issues or
ideas do you share with your colleagues
in the faculty room? What topics or
issues or ideas do your colleagues ask
you to share with them? What research
topic(s) have you explored in recent professional development sessions or courses? What concepts, strategies, activities
have you recently introduced or implemented in your classroom that resulted
in student and teacher enthusiasm as
well as student cognitive and affective
development?
WHAT INTERESTS ME? Yes, it is
important to be knowledgeable about
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ences, classroom action research, classroom vignettes, cartoons, graphic depictions are all acceptable forms of presentations. WHICH STYLE DOES THE
EDITOR EXPECT? The easy way to
answer this question is to read several
issues of the MRJ for models of published submissions. WHICH "APPEAL"
FEATURES CAN I USE? Photographs,
examples of student work, drawings,
and diagrams or other graphic depictions are welcomed. Presenting your
ideas in graphic form enhances your presentation by highlighting significant
issues, illustrating relationships among
ideas, encapsulating major points. Plus,
the graphic depictions demonstrate your
sensitivity to the varying learning styles
of your readership.
Your purpose may be to inform readership, gamer support, energize educators or stimulate action. I believe that
the crucial aspect of developing a submission for the Michigan Reading
Journal is the dynamic interaction
among the interests and knowledge of
the reader, the needs and interests of the
audience, and the content and format of
the message.
Drafting this submission has helped
me to articulate my ideas. I hope that it
has served to inform you about steps
you can take when considering a submission; to garner support for more submissions from the readership; to energize you to draft an article or collaborate
with others in drafting a submission; to
stimulate you to actually turn in that
submission.
See you in print!

our learners? How do we help our students become more independent learners? How do we actively engage our students (and colleagues) in literacy development? What successful activities have
been used to encourage parental ( or
community) involvement in literacy
development? What assessment practices motivate and challenge students?
WHAT ARE THEIR NEEDS? Our
needs are not necessarily the same as
our interests; nevertheless, there are certain mandated issues, national trends or
educational issues that do require our
attention. For example, how can we best
prepare our students for the Michigan
High School Communication Arts
Proficiency Test? How can we best prepare our students for the 1995 MEAPWriting Assessment? How can we incorporate whole language practices while
ensuring that we meet the learning style
needs of our students? What are the
implications of (the concept of) multiple
intelligences for the enhancement of literacy development for our students?
How can we use technology more effectively to enhance literacy development?
How can we address school-to-work
transition issues while maintaining a
focus on a broad-based concept of literacy? How do we help teachers, administrators, community, and parents work
together more effectively for the benefit
of our students?
The Message
Once you know about yourself as
author and your audience as readership,
you must consider the message you wish
to share with others. WHICH MESSAGE
DO YOU WISH TO SHARE? Is your message reflective of the mission of the
MRJ? How does your message relate to
literacy/reading development or education? WHICH GENRE BEST CONVEYS
YOUR MESSAGE? Poetry, reflective
pieces, accounts of classroom experi-
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